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Abstract: A numerical model is proposed to calculate both the contact pressure and the friction
torque (FT) of the friction components considering the spline friction in a wet multidisc clutch,
which is verified by the bench test. The results indicate that the spline friction of components is an
important factor causing the axial attenuation of contact pressure on friction pairs. As the applied
pressure increases, the attenuation amplitude of contact pressure increases gradually. In addition,
the average single-pair FT decreases with the increasing number of friction pairs, thus leading to
the decrease of the growth rate of total FT. Therefore, when the number of friction pairs reaches a
certain number, it is not reliable to obtain a good torque enhancement, indicating that the effect of
spline friction needs to be weakened to reduce the attenuation of contact pressure.

Keywords: wet multidisc clutch; friction torque; contact pressure; spline friction

1. Introduction

The wet multidisc clutch plays an important role in power-shift transmission, deter-
mining stability and reliability during the process of starting and shifting [1,2]. The engage-
ment properties of friction components have an immediate impact on the torque capacity
of wet clutch [3–5]. With the aim to improve the torque efficiency and service life of the
wet clutch, numerous theoretical and experimental researches were conducted regarding
the thermodynamic characteristics. Based on the transient temperature model, Cui et al. [6]
and Xie et al. [7] revealed that the grooved regions of the friction component could reduce
the temperature gradient and deformation effectively. Marklund et al. [8] proposed a
torque transmission model to predict the friction torque (FT) and surface temperature of
the friction pair. In addition, an algorithm to estimate the FT and lifetime of the clutch was
derived with the application of Reye’s theory and Archard’s law [9].

As shown in Figure 1, the spline teeth of the friction components have obvious wear
marks after the experiments, indicating that the spline teeth were subjected to friction dur-
ing the axial movement of friction components. However, relatively limited studies were
devoted to the comprehensive analysis of the clutch structure and taking the spline friction
into account. The paper [10] offers a detailed mathematical analysis, given the spline fric-
tion, to investigate the various consequences on the FT of clutch. Newcomb et al. [11]
developed a contact pressure model of the friction pair to analyze the interface temperature
distribution in view of the spline friction. Moreover, by using the thermal model of multi-
disc clutch, Yu et al. [12] investigated the influence of spline friction on the temperature
difference between different friction pairs.
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Figure 1. Wear of the spline teeth. 

This paper is devoted to investigating the effect of spline friction on the contact pres-
sure and FT of friction components. The mathematical model regarding the spline friction 
of components is established first. Then, the numerical simulation and bench test are car-
ried out by changing the number of friction pairs to verify the existence of spline friction. 
Finally, the effect of spline friction is summarized in detail, and the measures to improve 
the torque capacity and lifetime of multidisc clutch are proposed. 

2. Numerical Model 
Figure 2 presents a three-dimensional exploded layout of the wet clutch visually. The 

separate plates and friction discs are arranged alternately, and respectively mounted to 
the cylinder liner and driving shaft by splines [13]. The circlip installed in the groove of 
cylinder liner plays a role in limiting the axial position of friction components [14]. By 
pumping pressure oil into the piston chamber, the friction components start to rub against 
each other, and the axial gap between them gradually disappears [15,16]. Meanwhile, the 
separate plates, as the driven part, transfer the input power to the transmission system. 
Finally, the dynamic friction of spline teeth converts to static friction after the gap is elim-
inated [17]. 

Figure 1. Wear of the spline teeth.

This paper is devoted to investigating the effect of spline friction on the contact
pressure and FT of friction components. The mathematical model regarding the spline
friction of components is established first. Then, the numerical simulation and bench
test are carried out by changing the number of friction pairs to verify the existence of
spline friction. Finally, the effect of spline friction is summarized in detail, and the measures
to improve the torque capacity and lifetime of multidisc clutch are proposed.

2. Numerical Model

Figure 2 presents a three-dimensional exploded layout of the wet clutch visually.
The separate plates and friction discs are arranged alternately, and respectively mounted
to the cylinder liner and driving shaft by splines [13]. The circlip installed in the groove
of cylinder liner plays a role in limiting the axial position of friction components [14].
By pumping pressure oil into the piston chamber, the friction components start to rub
against each other, and the axial gap between them gradually disappears [15,16]. Mean-
while, the separate plates, as the driven part, transfer the input power to the transmission
system. Finally, the dynamic friction of spline teeth converts to static friction after the gap
is eliminated [17].
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2.1. Spline Friction 
Since the structural characteristics of the friction disc and separate plate are similar, 

the separate plate is chosen for the theoretical analysis and formula derivation. As shown 
in Figure 3, during the constant speed sliding process of the clutch, the separate plate 
reaches equilibrium status under the combined action of FT Tf and cylinder liner re-
sistance torque Ts. The friction force, nominal tangential force and normal force acting on 
the spline teeth are expressed as Fs, Fcs and Fns, respectively. Moreover, Fp is the axial con-
tact pressure applied on the separate plate. Hence, the equilibrium equation can be written 
as 
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Figure 2. Exploded layout of the multidisc clutch.

2.1. Spline Friction

Since the structural characteristics of the friction disc and separate plate are similar,
the separate plate is chosen for the theoretical analysis and formula derivation. As shown
in Figure 3, during the constant speed sliding process of the clutch, the separate plate
reaches equilibrium status under the combined action of FT Tf and cylinder liner resistance
torque Ts. The friction force, nominal tangential force and normal force acting on the
spline teeth are expressed as Fs, Fcs and Fns, respectively. Moreover, Fp is the axial contact
pressure applied on the separate plate. Hence, the equilibrium equation can be written as

− Ts = Tf = −NsFcsRs (1)

where Rs is the pitch radius, Ns is the total number of splines in a single separate plate.
It should be noted that the clockwise direction is positive, and the subscripts s and f
represent separate plate and friction disc, respectively.
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The normal force that cylinder liner acts on the involute spline can be given as

Fns =
Fcs

cos αs
(2)

where αs is the pressure angle of spline teeth.
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Therefore, the total friction force generated by spline teeth in a single separate plate
can be expressed as

Fs = µsNsFns =
µsTs

Rs cos αs
(3)

where µs is the coefficient of friction (COF) of spline teeth.

2.2. Contact Pressure

As shown in Figure 4, the pressure pc is evenly distributed on the piston. The friction
components are numbered 0, 1, 2, . . . , i, I + 1, . . . , M, and the contact surfaces are similarly
numbered S0, S1, S2, . . . , SM. For example, the two surfaces of component 1 are represented
as S1, S2, respectively. Due to the spline friction, the contact pressure acting on the friction
components is smaller compared with the oil pressure pc. To be more specific, the contact
pressure gradually attenuates along the axial direction. Hence, the contact pressures on the
two surfaces of friction component can be deduced as

pi+1 = pi −
Fs

A
(4)

where A is the contact area, namely, A = π
(

R2
2 − R2

1
)
; R2 and R1 are the outer and

inner radii, respectively.
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2.3. Friction Torque

As the friction material of the clutch is the copper-based powder metallurgy material,
the interface COF can be expressed as [18]:

µ = 23e
( −2.6v
(ln Θ−3.2)((28.3p)0.4−0.87)

−5.16)

+0.08
(
e−0.005Θ − 1

)(
e−0.2v − 1

)
+ 0.01 ln(4v+1)

e0.005Θ − 0.005 ln(28.3p) + 0.035

(5)
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where ν, p and Θ are the relative sliding speed, average contact pressure and surface tem-
perature, respectively.

Moreover, there is no relative motion between the piston, separate plate and back
plate [19]. Hence, the FT on each friction component can be deduced as

Ti =
2πµ(R3

2 − R3
1)

3
×


pi+1 , i = 0

(pi + pi+1), i = 1, 2, 3 . . . M − 2
pi , i = M − 1

(6)

Integrating Equations (3)–(6), the contact pressure on the two adjacent surfaces can be
expressed as

pi+1 =

{
1

1+ξ pi , i = 0
1−ξ
1+ξ pi , i = 1, 2, 3 . . . M − 2

(7)

where ξ is the attenuation coefficient of contact pressure. Thus, the attenuation coefficient
ξs of the separate plate can be written as

ξs =
2µµs(R3

2 − R3
1)

3Rs(R2
2 − R2

1) cos αs
(8)

Without consideration of the spline friction, the contact pressure is evenly distributed
and there is no axial pressure attenuation. Consequently, the total FT transmitted by the
clutch can be expressed as [20]:

Tnone =
2π

3
(M − 1)µpc(R3

2 − R3
1) (9)

When the spline friction exists, the total FT transmitted by the clutch can be given as

Tspline =
2π

3
(R3

2 − R3
1)

M−1

∑
i=1,3,5...

µ(pi) · pi (10)

3. Numerical Simulation

The physical parameters of the friction components are listed in Table 1. With the
consideration of spline friction, the simulation is conducted to investigate the effect of
applied pressure and the number of pairs on the interface COF and the axial attenua-
tion characteristics.

Table 1. Physical parameters of the friction components.

Parameters Nomenclature Value

Inner-outer radii (m) R1, R2 0.06, 0.073
Pitch radius (m) Rf, Rs 0.057, 0.076

Pressure angle (◦) αf, αs 30, 27
Rotating speed (rpm) n 2868

Linear speed of pitch radius (m/s) v 18.2
Lubricating oil temperature (◦C) Θ 100

According to Equation (5), the variation of interface COF under different applied pres-
sure is shown in Figure 5. The interface COF gradually decreases as the applied pressure
varies from 0.2 MPa to 2 MPa. This phenomenon can be interpreted as follows. The increas-
ing applied pressure leads to the rise of the asperity contact area between friction pairs,
which makes the friction pair become relatively smooth [21]. Therefore, the interface COF
decreases gradually.
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According to Equations (5), (7) and (8), the interface COF and contact pressure under
different working conditions are shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. As depicted in
Figure 6, the farther the friction pair from the piston is, the greater the interface COF is.
Moreover, as the applied pressure increases, the interface COF decreases gradually under
the same number of friction pairs, which also has a good agreement with Figure 5.
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Moreover, the contact pressure decreases gradually along the axial direction with an in-
crease in the number of the friction pairs, as shown in Figure 7. Additionally, the attenuation
amplitude of contact pressure increases gradually with the applied pressure growing. For in-
stance, the contact pressure decreases from 0.2 MPa to 0.131 MPa as the number of friction
pair varies from 0 to 16, a reduction of 0.069 MPa. When the applied pressure is 1.6 MPa,
the contact pressure acting on p16 decreases to 1.106 MPa, an attenuation of 0.494 MPa,
indicating a significant effect of spline friction to the attenuation of contact pressure.

As shown in Figure 8, the FT increases linearly with the increasing number of friction
pairs in the ideal case, and the more the friction pair is, the greater the FT is. Consider-
ing the spline friction, the growth rate of FT decreases gradually as the number of friction
pairs increases. The reason is that the growth of interface COF is much smaller than the
attenuation amplitude of contact pressure. Moreover, the greater the applied pressure is,
the greater the loss of FT is. In other words, the spline friction will weaken the torque
transmission capacity of multidisc clutch. For example, the reduction amplitude of total FT
in a 16-friction-pair system are 18.5 N·m and 114.58 N·m under the applied pressure of
0.2 MPa and 1.6 MPa, respectively. Therefore, when the friction pair reaches a certain num-
ber, it is not reliable to realize a substantial enhancement of FT by continuing to add the
friction components.
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4. Attenuation Experiment
4.1. Experimental Equipment

As depicted in Figure 9, the test bench is mainly composed of the motor, the clutch pack,
the hydraulic system and the data collection and control system. The pressure exerted
on the piston is applied by the air pump. The lubricating oil flows into the clutch to
lubricate and cool the friction components, and the heat exchanger is used to maintain the
oil temperature at 100 ◦C. In addition, the data collection and control system plays a role in
monitoring the real-time signals, including the rotating speed, the FT, the applied pressure
and temperature, etc. Moreover, it can also calculate the equivalent COF µ* of friction pair
according to the total FT T* measured by the torque sensor, the equivalent COF can be
given as

µ∗ =
3T∗

2πpc(R3
2 − R3

1)(M − 1)
(11)
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The separate plate is made of the 65 Mn steel, while the friction discs are made of
copper-based powder metallurgy material with nano-modifier, and the physical parameters
are shown in Table 1. Moreover, the type of the lubricating oil is 10W/40-CF, while the
average unit flow rate is 4 mL/(min·cm2).

4.2. Experimental Method

Before the formal experiment, a running-in test is essential to ensure the equipment
works properly to collect the valid data. The arrangement of clutch pack is divided into two
categories, namely, the two-friction pair system and six-friction pair system. During the
experiment of the former system, the initial motor speed is 2686 rpm. Moreover, an ex-
periment cycle consists of five engagement tests at the applied pressure conditions of
0.2 MPa, 0.4 MPa, 0.6 MPa, 0.8 MPa, and 1.6 MPa, respectively. In order to reduce the
measurement error, a total of 100 experiment cycles are carried out successively. Subse-
quently, the same experiment scheme is also conducted in the six-friction pair system.
Figure 10 shows the experiment conditions.
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5. Results and Discussion

After experiments, the results of the equivalent COF and FT in the two-friction pair
and six-friction pair system are shown in Figures 11 and 12, respectively. The mean values
of the equivalent COF, friction torques and single-pair friction torques in that two systems
are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Mean values of the two systems.

Applied Pressure (MPa) 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.6

Two-friction
pair system

µ2* 0.07444 0.07271 0.07143 0.07091 0.06696
T2* (N·m) 11.025 21.648 31.914 42.247 79.914
T2 (N·m) 5.5123 10.824 15.957 21.123 39.957

Six-friction pair
system

µ6* 0.06685 0.06545 0.06315 0.06093 0.05857
T6* (N·m) 29.394 56.258 83.287 106.45 207.35
T2 (N·m) 4.899 9.376 13.881 17.742 34.558

As the applied pressure increases, the equivalent COF gradually decreases, while the
total FT increases nonlinearly. The equivalent COF in the two-friction pair system is greater
than the other one under the same applied pressure. Moreover, the total FT in six-friction
pair system does not reach three times as much as that in the two-friction pair system,
indicating that the increase of friction pairs will enlarge the attenuation amplitude of
axial contact pressure. In addition, the increasing applied pressure brings about the
gradual decrease of the growth rate of average single-pair FT. The average single-pair FT
T2 is large than T6 under various applied pressure conditions due to the spline friction.
Therefore, the total FT cannot be significantly improved by increasing the applied pressure
or using more friction pairs.

According to Figures 6 and 7, the contact pressure and interface COF of the second
friction pair is close to the first one, respectively. For example, when the applied pres-
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sure is 0.2 MPa, the ratios of the first two contact pressure and interface COF are 96.7%
and 100.24%, severally. Therefore, the average equivalent COF in the two-friction pair
system can be regarded as the interface COF of the first pair in the six-friction pair system.
Besides, the range of spline COF µfs is 0.1–0.15 when the spline of friction component is in
static friction status [20]. Accordingly, the total calculated torque in six-friction pair system
and the relative error between the theoretical and experimental value can be obtained as
shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Total calculated torque and relative error.

Applied Pressure (MPa) 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.6

Calculated
torque (N·m)

µfs = 0.1 30.747 60.136 88.694 117.44 222.4
µfs = 0.15 29.977 58.664 86.56 114.64 217.37

Relative error
(%)

µfs = 0.1 4.6 6.89 6.49 10.3 7.26
µfs = 0.15 1.98 4.28 3.93 7.69 4.83

Under the same applied pressure, the calculated torque decreases gradually with
the increasing value of static COF. Besides, as the applied pressure increases, the total
calculated torque increases approximately linearly. Moreover, the maximum relative error
is within 10.3%, which not only verifies the reliability of theoretical model, but also testifies
the significant effect of spline friction on the torque transmission capacity.

6. Conclusions

Considering the spline friction of friction components, the detailed numerical model
and experimental method were established to study the FT attenuation in a wet multi-
disc clutch. Under various working conditions, the contact pressure and FT obtained by
bench test show a good agreement with the numerical model, which also verifies the exis-
tence of spline friction. The conclusions can be summarized as follows: the spline friction
is an important factor affecting the attenuation of the axial contact pressure and FT of the
friction components. With the increase of applied pressure, the attenuation of the contact
pressure along the axial direction increases gradually, whereas the growth rate of the aver-
age single-pair FT decreases. In addition, the average single-pair FT decreases gradually
with the increasing friction pairs under the same applied pressure. To be more specific,
it is not reliable to obtain a substantial enhancement of FT by continuing to add friction
components when the friction pair reaches a certain number. Therefore, in order to reduce
the effect of spline friction, it suggests to choose the reasonable structural parameters for
friction component, to improve the manufacturing processes of spline and to increase the
lubrication flow at the spline.
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